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As Development Manager, I am responsible for business expansion of Adina Apartment Hotels in Central 

Europe, an expert in real estate and extended stay.  

 

 

Where do you see yourself in five years? - I will be a hotel development manager with experience in all 

stages of the real estate development process, with expertise in the fastest-growing segment, credibility 

within my network and responsibility for expansion in Central Europe. 

All this was beyond my imagination when I initially interviewed for a trainee position at the Adina 

Apartment Hotel headquarters in Berlin in 2014. Little did I know what a perfect match the company 

culture and my personality would turn out to be. Since the first day, I have been thankful to my mentor, 

who recognized my potential and taught me to be modest, yet confident. His trust means everything to 

me. 

A job in real estate without any experience fit my ambitious attitude when I started out. “Easy” has always 

been my least preferred option.  

Growing up at a time when immigrants were not expected to achieve much, I learned how to stand up for 

myself, defend my position, and work through obstacles independently. Hospitality is an international 

language and I love being a part of something that unites people instead of dividing them. 

I am known within my circle as the person with the busiest schedule. Beginning in my teenage years, I 

participated in extracurricular activities: a green belt in Ju-Jitsu, piano competitions, acting as the student 

representative, engaging at Amnesty International, and even turning into a hobby chef.  

Swimming against the current in high school, I was the only student to drop English and instead majoring 

in French, economics, and physics. While I had many interests, I chose hospitality hoping to make use of 

the five languages I speak, combined with my mathematical skills and my love for hosting people. During 

a language exchange in Switzerland in 9th grade, I was fascinated by hotel schools, and set myself the 

goal of studying at the best hotel school in Germany – at the IUBH International University of Bad Honnef. 

With a certain Eastern-European shyness, I thrived in numbers-heavy subjects at University. I fought for 

an internship placement in the finance department of a pre-opening in Ajman, UAE, which marked the 

beginning of my personality transformation. Instead of analyzing historic numbers, I realized that I wanted 

to shape the future: my goal to work in development was born.  

Thereafter I was completing my year abroad at Northern Arizona University, US, and mentally preparing 

for my next career steps such as, gaining the STAR Certificate in Hotel Revenue, meeting with JLL real 

estate consultants, choosing a senior investment management class as my elective and analyzing US 

hotel REITs in my thesis. 



After gaining practical experience in all areas of operations, working for an established or a luxury chain 

was no longer desirable to me – I wanted to be different. I followed Motel One’s rapid success at the time 

and I am beyond grateful for joining Adina when the extended stay segment began to accelerate. Today, 

I am an expert in this niche. We published the compendium on temporary living in 2017, where I wrote 

an article on the misconception of the Serviced Apartment concept in Germany. In addition, on panels, 

networking events and in industry task forces, we try to shape the perception of our sub-segment while 

positioning Adina as the quality and market leader. 

A fascinating aspect of my work is to contribute to the growth of our business. With each new project, 

we get the chance to create a place that our guests will love in the future. Staying in control of the players 

and the process is both challenging and fun: forecasting market growth, closing profitable deals, 

managing the execution of our standards during construction, developing the facilities and services, 

respecting the overall company strategy, and staying ahead of competition. 

Signing a contract for a 140-room Adina Apartment Hotel in Geneva was my latest achievement of 2018. 

It required special effort not only because this property represents Adina’s market entry into Switzerland, 

but also because most communication is in French. After an intense period of only seven months, we 

signed a lease that will generate a healthy profit for Adina and will establish our brand within the Swiss 

market.  

In the real estate industry, women represent only 15% of leadership positions. Being part of this minority 

is a challenge that I regularly face, for example at every conference I attend. It is important to gain respect 

of potential business partners and to stand up for my work in order to strive further in the industry. 

All my actions in life are based on three values: growth, passion, and honesty. In stressful times, they are 

my point of reference, helping me to stay human, approachable and authentic instead of getting lost in 

deadlines, budgets or protecting an image. The Adina team named me “pocket rocket” and ever since 

appreciate my effort to unite the members across departments through a brisk and compassionate 

approach. 

Where do I see myself in another five years? In the short term, I am steering a new hotel concept creation 

tailored to the next generations. After the launch, my role will transform into Head of Development Europe 

for this new brand. Growing our current two-person team, where I can help others to evolve through 

empathetic leadership is my primary goal in the mid-term. 

Learning and multi-disciplinary tasks will always be part of my journey. This summer, I started an MBA 

in Real Estate Management to broaden my understanding. After graduation, I would like to lecture myself 

to excite students about the real estate industry and shed light on its complexity. 

It is thrilling to observe the new generation of real estate professionals that will not succeed through 

hierarchies but through their skills and moreover through passion. This makes me look forward to starting 

my day. 


